diagnostics
“Everyone is equally creative,” Kathy Kolbe says. She has
achieved her life-long goal of proving it, with the development of
an assessment that uncovers the creative spark in those it has been
most difficult to validate.
, her latest brain-child, allow Kathy to observe the
mental processing of those who cannot read or report their natural
creative spark - or stresses.

“This is a special gift for non-readers, whether because of age or trauma,” Kathy
says. “I hope others will help me reach out to those who need to be understood
for who they are and what they are capable of doing.”
Everyone deserves to know their creative edge - the force behind how they can best communicate, solve problems, and find joy in accomplishment.

YOU can be the AGENT who delivers this life-changing validation.
involve surprisingly brief sessions that you will find joy in doing with little
kids and adults with special needs. You provide the opportunity for them to follow the simple
directions Kathy teaches you. You video the sessions, showing only the movement of their
hands, send it to Kathy, and she and experts with whom she works, return an assessment of the
subject’s Creative Spark & Stresses.
You will be the Agent who lights up their eyes and minds by sharing
results that enable you to:
 Confirm how perfectly capable they are of being creative
 Encourage them to use their creativity to communicate with others
 Make others aware of what helps them to do their
best
Affirm and suggest ways to develop individuality
 Give specific examples of how they can reduce some of their stresses
 Suggest ways to motivate their perseverance and commitment of effort
 Offer suggestions for how others can remove obstacles that cause frustrations

diagnostics

Assessment of Creative Spark & Stresses
Pilot Program: Oct-Dec, 2013
Creativity Cubes diagnostics Pilot Program includes two 1-hour webinars, two assessments, the Creativity Cubes, monthly teleconferences and a one-year license for unlimited additional assessments @
$49.95 each. The one year license for unlimited use with qualified clients is $700.
To become a licensed Agent in this program, offered by Problem Solving Systems, Inc.:
1. Fill out the Application & Creativity Cubes Contract that’s on your table at CNS, being
certain to add credit card information for payment and email address for notification of
acceptance of your application.
2. Give that form to a Kolbe staff person.
3. Space in the Pilot Program is limited to 20 people. If your name is drawn to be in the pilot program, you will be charged $700, and sent the Creativity Cubes upon your completion of the webinars.
Live webinars will be Oct 30th at 3:00 EST and Nov 5th at 1:00 EST, and on-demand for all participants
afterwards. Participants in the Pilot Program who have not completed the webinar training by November 20th, will be replaced in the program by names drawn from the pool of accepted applicants.
Your credit card will not be charged until your name has been drawn.
Agents will receive a licensing contract from PSS. When it is signed & returned to PSS, licensees will
be sent the Creativity Cubes and may begin Client Sessions with them.
Videos of Creativity Cube sessions need to show only the arms and hands of the subjects. Sessions
should last until the Subject has completed the instructions, or for no longer than 15 minutes.
Kathy and PSS Assessors will review videos within one week of receipt and return their Assessments
of Creative Tendencies (ACTs) to Agents.
Questionnaires will be sent by email to parents, caregivers, or adult subjects for purposes of program
evaluation and improvements.

You can do well financially by becoming a

Agent

As a business, working with community programs:
2,000 individuals/year, charging $80/person….$59,400 annual profit
As Professional Consultant/Counselor
50 clients/year, charging $175/client……………….$5,552 total profit or $111 / client
As a family member or friend
10 kids and/or special needs adults……..……..….....$110 per person (cost)

